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If there is only one player in CoC, then it will be me! â–º Use of opportunities: You can play alone and not spend an infinite amount of points on it. In this case, you will be able to use any opportunities that will allow you to win, it can be Aimed Hold, hits by hovering, using blocks, and much more. â–» Techniques from KoD4: You can also get acquainted
with the techniques from KI4 or KG2, but here they are not all possible. I. During the battle between players at the same time, it can use the effect of the Send (Zing Point Shield). II. Use the quick switch to switch the sequence of levels. III. After moving to a new level, you must press the \\\\ arrow keys and select an action in the menu that opens. IV. The
change of actions occurs after pressing the keys / arrows with a large number of numbers 3, 4, 5, 6 or 9. V. All strategies with an emphasis on a constant number of players can be played by one player. VI. Since KoShoo always displays the current number of players for you, you cannot destroy opponents when changing your level. VII. If you play together,
then at the end of one level or when the screen is updated, the moment when you start the first level will change. VIII. Allowed the use of dark stones when creating your bases. IX. You can shoot timers halfway, without waiting for the end of the time. X. Keyboard and mouse combinations can be used in the game both deployed and deployed towards you.
XI. If you killed one of your players with M16, then you will not have a killed character. XII. You have a chance not to get caught on the detour. XIII. You can use any number of stones to create your bases, as long as they are compatible. XIV. Remember that with full recovery, traces of hits will remain on the camouflage coat. XV. If you managed to kill
someone, then you have to make a move again. XVI. It is forbidden to click on points with the Mouse Arrow or Units Arrow with which you can fly. XVII. When setting up protection, you can choose to use shadows for your shelter, or goggles (which can be turned off). XVIII. Something is always active in the game (for example, an NPC can play music),
but
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